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AbStrnCt 
The matrix elements of various analytical functions f (X), X being the internuclear separation, are 
required for the description of transition probabilities and other molecular properties. These matrix ele- 
ments can be conveniently estimated by assuming vibrational wave functions of two relatively displaced 
linear harmonic oscillators of arbitrary frequencies to represent the vibrational levels of two electronic 
states of a molecule. Using this assumption, analytical expressions for the matrix elements of an arbitrary 
analytical functionf(X) are obtained. Useful recursion relations among these matrix elements are derived 
and an elegant graphical representation of the recursion relations is obtained. These graphical representa- 
tions are utilized to obtain new more general recursion relations among matrix elements of the arbitrary 
functionf(X). 
I. Introduction 
In describing various physical properties, like the oscillator strengths, the transition 
rates etc., of a molecule, the matrix elements of various functions of the internuclear 
separation X appear naturally in the formulation. A part of these matrix elements is 
normally to be evaluated between vibrational wave functions belonging to two differ- 
ent electronic states of the molecule. For small vibrational quantum numbers it is rea- 
sonably accurate to replace the actual potential curves of the relevant electronic states 
by those of linear harmonic oscillators. For the cases of large vibrational quantum 
numbers, where the effects of anharmonicity are relatively significant, one could use 
a Morse-type potential to represent the potential curves. If one were then to use the 
standard perturbative techniques, with the linear harmonic potential as the zeroth 
order approximation, the harmonic oscillator matrix elements of various functions of 
X would appear in the correction terms. In a recent paper [ 11 we obtained closed form 
expressions and recursion relations among two-center harmonic oscillator matrix ele- 
ments of some definite functions of X .  The two linear harmonic oscillators (LHO) 
were assumed to have arbitrary frequencies and equilibrium positions. The functions 
of X considered earlier [ l ]  were the exponential, Gaussian, and powers of X. In the 
present paper we will generalize the earlier results to include any arbitrary analytical 
functionf(X) which could be expanded as a power series in X. 
The use of linear harmonic oscillator wave functions in obtaining the Franck-Condon 
overlap integral dates back [2] to 1930; however, there has been some recent interest 
[3-51 in obtaining analytical expressions as well as recursion relations among the 
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two-center harmonic oscillator integrals of arbitrary functions of X because of their 
possible applications in molecular physics and vibrational spectroscopy. Two impor- 
tant conclusions reached previously [ 11 will be of interest in the present discussion. 
First, the two-center LHO matrix elements of X-dependent functions like the exponen- 
tial [exp(-cuX)] and the Gaussian [exp(-PX2)] could be obtained from the corre- 
sponding Franck-Condon overlap integrals by a simple scaling procedure. Second, 
the two-center LHO matrix elements of powers of X (the Franck-Condon overlap inte- 
gral is a special case of these corresponding to Xo) satisfy four- or five-term recursion 
relations which can be utilized for rapid evaluation of various matrix elements. We 
will show below that the two-center LHO matrix elements of an arbitrary analytical 
function f(X) also satisfy some simple recursion relations and, furthermore, these re- 
cursion relations can be represented in an elegant graphical manner. The graphical 
representation of these generalized recursion relations will be used as an aid in ob- 
taining new general recursion relations which are also valid for any analytical func- 
tion of X. 
11. Arbitrary Function f ( X )  
In the present notation (XI m) is the wave function of the mth level of the harmonic 
oscillator associated with the potential V,  = pw,  X2/2, and ((XI n)) is the wave func- 
tion of the nth level of the harmonic oscillator associated with the potential 
V, = pw,(X - X0)’/2. X, is the separation between the two oscillators and, for con- 
venience, define wo = h / ( p X i ) .  The wave functions (XIm) and ((XIn)) of the two 
harmonic oscillators are written in terms of standard Hermite polynomials H ,  and H,.  
Note the analogy of the present single and double ket notation (for example, Im) and 
In))) with the standard single and double prime notation which is used to distinguish 
between the vibrational eigenfunctions belonging to the two different electronic states 
of a molecule. For convenience, define a = [2w,/(w, + w,)]~’~, b = [2w,/(w, + w,)]”~ 
and c = [(w, + w,)/2w0]”2. Using the LHO wave functions, the matrix element of the 
arbitrary function f(X) can be written as 
where, in the last step, the integration variable has been changed from X to dimen- 
sionless u as 
u = [(w, + w2)/(2w0)]”’ * x/x, = c . x/x, 
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and 
N,, = ( w ~ o ~ ) ~ ~ ~ [ ( o J ~  + ~ ~ ) 2 ~ + ~ - ’ r n !  r~!]-’/~ exp{-w,w,/[200(w, + w2]} 
= [~b/(2~+”rn!  n!)]’/2 exp{-(abc/2)’}. 
Applying the recursion relation for Hermite polynomials, Eq. (A. l ) ,  to either H,(au) 
or H,[b(u - c)] in Eq. (1) yields, respectively, 
2ac(4xf(x)ln)) = [2(m + 1) l” ’~~(m + Ilf(x>ln)) 
+ (2m)’/2xo(rn - llf(X)ln)> (2a) 
and 
Using, in the integrands of Eqs. (2), 
u exp[-(u - y)’] = - 1/2(d/du) exp[-(u - y)’] + y exp[-(u - y)’] 
with y = b2c/2, then performing integration by parts and the necessary derivatives 
[using Eq. (A.2)], we obtain two independent recursion relations for the matrix ele- 
ments of f(X): 
and 
Xo(mldf(X)/~ln)) = [2(n + l)I1~’(c/b) (mlf(X)ln + 1)) 
+ (2n)’’’(~/b) (1 - b’) (mlf(X)ln - 1)) 
- (2rn)1/2ac(rn - llf(X)ln)) + a2c’(rnlf(X)ln)). (4) 
Equations (3) and (4) are independent and can be combined to obtain two additional 
recursion relations [which are not independent from (3) and (4)]. These four relations 
are generalizations of the recursion relations for two-center LHO Franck-Condon over- 
lap integrals obtained previously by Ansbacher [6] and Manneback [7]. The relations 
of Ansbacher and Manneback are obtained by settingf(X) = constant in (3) and 
(4) above. 
An arbitrary analytical functionf(X) can always be expanded in a Taylor series, 
so that 
wheref“(0) denotes the Ith derivative of f(X) evaluated at X = 0. Operating on 
Eq. ( 5 )  with (ml from the left and In)) from the right, a simple expression for the ma- 
trix element of f(X) in terms of the matrix elements of X’ is obtained: 
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On using the closed form expression for the matrix elements of XI, given by Eq. (A.3), 
the matrix elements of f ( X )  can finally be written as 
The notation r a , b l  refers to the smaller of a and b. The overlap integral 
( m  - p l n  - 4)) can be easily obtained from Eq. (A.4). 
111. Graphical Representation 
Two different kinds of recursion relations are obtained above for the matrix 
elements of f(X). One type of recursion relation relates a single matrix element 
(mlXf(X)ln)) (rn and n refer to the vibrational quantum numbers of the two oscilla- 
tors) to a linear combination of matrix elements off(X). Equations (2a) and (2b) em- 
body such recursion relations. In the other kind of recursion relation, which are of 
interest to us here, a single matrix element of d f ( X ) / d X  is expressed as a linear com- 
bination of matrix elements off(X). Equations (3) and (4), which are examples of 
this kind of recursion relation, can be further generalized by writing the arbitrary 
function f ( X )  as the lth derivative of another arbitrary analytical function g ( X ) ,  that 
is ,f(x) = g‘”X): 
x,(rnlg‘’+l)(x)ln)) = [2(m + 1)]”’(c/a) (rn + l~g‘”(X) ln) )  
+ (2rn)1 /2(c /a) ( l  - a2)(rn - llg‘‘)(X)ln)) 
- (2n)L’zb~(rnJg(D(X)Jn - 1)) - bzc2(~Jg(”(X)Jn)) (8) 
and 
X,(m(g(’+’)(X)ln)) = [2(n + l)]’/*(C/b) (mlg“’(X)ln + 1)) 
+ (2n)”2(c/b)  ( 1  - bZ) (mlg‘o(X)ln - 1)) 
- (2rn)1/2ac(rn - l~g“(x)~n))+a’c’ (m~g(D(x)~n)) .  (9) 
Generalized recursion relations (8) and (9) are shown graphically in Fig. l a  and b, 
respectively. Each solid circle in this figure represents a matrix element (depending 
upon rn, n, and I) in the recursion relation. Here, 1 is the order of derivative of g ( X )  
with respect to X .  A similar graphical representation of the recursion relations for the 
Franck-Condon overlap integrals [which are obtained by setting g‘O(X) = constant] 
was presented by Manneback [7]. Note that in Eqs. (8) and (9) matrix elements of 
different orders of derivative of g ( X )  are mixed and, therefore, in reality the various 
terms in these relations represent matrix elements of different functions of X. A re- 
cursion relation that does not mix matrix elements of different derivatives of a func- 
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Figure 1. The recursion relations of Eqs. (8), (9), (ll),  (12), and (10) are represented 
graphically in a, b, c, d, and e, respectively. rn and n are the vibrational quantum numbers 
of the two linear harmonic oscillators, and 1 is the order of derivative of the arbitrary func- 
tion g(X) with respect to X. Each solid circle represents a single matrix element appearing in 
the recursion relation. 
tion of X, making it truly valid for matrix elements of any analytical function of X, is 
easily obtained by combining Fig. l a  and b and eliminating points labelled 1 in the 
figures. The resulting five-term recursion relation is represented graphically in 
Fig. le, and it corresponds to the following equation: 
(2)"2abc(mlg'o(X)ln)) = b * {[(m + l)]"'(m + l\g(')(X)ln)) 
+ (m)"*(m - 1lg'"X)ln))) 
- a {[(n + 1)]"2(m(g'"x)ln + 1)) 
+ (n)1/2(mlg'')(X)ln - 1))). 
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In this relation, both of the indices (rn and n) of the matrix elements vary. The rela- 
tion (10) is also a generalization of the so-called “diamond” relation [8] for one-center 
LHO matrix elements of arbitrary functions. We note, in passing, that relation (10) is 
also obtained by combining Eqs. (2a) and (2b). 
Sometimes one needs [9] to have a recursion relation, such as relation (2), in 
which only one of the indices (either rn or n) varies and the other index remains con- 
stant. To derive alternate recursion relations of this kind, we first obtain Fig. l c  and d 
by combining Fig. l a  and b and eliminating the points labelled 2 and 3, respectively. 
The two relations obtained in this manner are merely alternative forms of the recur- 
sion relations (8) and (9) and do not contain any information that is not already in (8) 
and (9). The algebraic expressions for these alternative recursion relations corre- 
sponding to Fig. lc and d are, respectively, 
X,(rnlg(‘+”(X)ln)) = [2(m + l)]”’ac(m + 1lg‘“X)ln)) - a*c’(mlg‘’)(X)ln)) 
+ [2(n + I)y2(c/b) (1  - a’) (mlg“)(X)ln + 1)) 
- (2n)I”(c/b) (rnlg(yX) ln  - 1)) 
x,(rnIg(‘+’)(X)ln)) = [2(n + 1)]1/2bc(mlg‘’’(X)ln + 1)) + b2c2(rnlg(”(X))n)) 
+ [2(m + l)]””c/a) (1 - b2)  (rn + llg(’)(X)ln)) 




Next the points labelled 1, 2, 3, and 4 of Fig. l c  are eliminated using point 2 of 
Fig. lb  successively. Figure 2 depicts this elimination procedure. The resulting fig- 
n 
Figure 2. The graphical aid used for deriving the recursion relation (13) for matrix ele- 
ments of the arbitrary function g(X). The shaded portion encompasses the matrix elements 
that appear in the derived recursion relation. 
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ure, which is in the form of a triangle lying completely in the n-1 plane with m fixed, 
represents a nine-term recursion relation in which the matrix elements of different 
orders of derivative are still mixed. The resulting algebraic expression for this rela- 
tion is 
+b2(Xo/c)2((m~g‘r+2’~n)) + b3(x0/c) (2n)”2(mlg‘r+”ln - 1)) - 
b3(xO/c)[2(n + l)]li2(mJg(‘+’’ln + 1)) + 
2(1 - a 2 ) [ n ( n  - l)lli2(mlg(’)Jn - 2)) - a4bc(2n)”2(mlg(”Jn - 1)) + 
{--a4b2c2 - 2(2n + 1) + 2a2b2(m + n + l)}(mlg(r)ln)) - 
a4bc[2(n + i ) ~ ~ / ~ ( ~ l ~ ( ~ ) l ~  + 1)) + 
2(1 - a’) [(n + 2) (n  + 1)]”2(mlg”’ln + 2)) = 0 .  (13) 
The same procedure of eliminating four terms of Fig. Id using a single point of 
Fig. la repeatedly can be used again to obtain the following nine-term recursion rela- 
tion with n fixed and m and 1 varying: 
+a2(Xo/c)2(m~g~’+2’~n)) + u’(x,/c) (2m)1’2(m - llg(r+l)ln)) - 
a3(X0/c)[2(m + l)]”’(m + llg(r+’)(n)) + 
- 21g(r)ln)) + ab4c(2m)i/2(m - ilg(r)ln)) + 
ab4c[2(m + 1)]1/2(m + iJg(r’In)) + 
2(1 - b2)[m(m - 
{-a2b4cz - 2(2m + 1) + 2a2b2(m + n + l)}(m(g(‘)In)) + 
2(1 - b2)[(m + 2) (m + l)]”’(m + 2)g‘”ln)) = 0 .  (14) 
IV. Special Cases 
The above general results can be presented in simplified forms for some important 
special cases. 
Case 1 
For wI = o2 = o but Xo # 0 [a = b = 1 and c 2  = w / o O ]  the most general ma- 
trix element can be written as 
with 
The recursion relations of Eqs. (8) and (9) become 
Xo(mlg“+l’(X)(n)) = [2(m + 1)]”’c(m + 1Ig”)(x)ln)) 
- (2n)1’2c(mlg(r)(X)ln - 1)) - c’(mlg”’(X)In)) (16a) 
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and 
Xo(rnlg“+l’(X)ln)) = [2(n + 1)]”2c(rnlg(’)(x)ln + 1)) 
- (2rn)’/’c(rn - llg‘‘(X)ln)) + cZ(rnlg(”(X)ln)). (16b) 
The recursion relations of Eqs. (13)  and (14) become 
+ (Xo/c)2(rnlg(’+2)In>) + ( X O / C )  (2n)’/’“nlg‘’+’’ln - 1)) - 
(x0/c)[2(n + 1)]’/’(rnlg(’+l’ln + 1)) - c(2n)’/’(rnlg‘’’ln - 1)) + 
{2(m - n) - c2}(rnlg(’ln)) - c[2(n + l)]l’*(rnlg(’)ln + 1))  = 0 (17a) 
and 
+(X0/c)’(rnJg(’+’)~ln)) + (x,/c) (2rn)I/’(rn - 1 Ig(’+I)ln)) - 
(x0/c)[2(rn + 1)]”’(rn + Ilg(’+’)ln)) + ~(2rn)~/’(rn - llg(‘)ln)) + 
{2(n - rn) - c’}(rnlg(‘~n)) + c[2(rn + l)]”’(rn + 1lg“In)) = 0 .  (17b) 
Case 2 
When wI is not equal to o2 but X ,  = 0 [that is, (X,/C)’ = 2fL/{p(ol + 02)} and 
c = 01, the two-center harmonic oscillator matrix element of the arbitrary function 
f ( X )  becomes, 
10 ( ) r m i l  r n . z l  
2/40, + 0 2 )  p = o  q=o (mlf(X)ln>) = c f“’(0) /=0 
aPbq 
(m - P b  - 4) )  
with 
(18) 
Only those terms in the triple sum [over 1, p ,  and q] for which (1 - p - q) is an even 
integer contribute to the sum. Also only those terms in the k sum for which (n - k) 
and (rn - k) are even integers contribute to the overlap integral (rnln)). The recur- 
sion relations of Eqs. (8) and (9) reduce to 
a(x0/c) (rnlg(‘+l’(x)ln)) = [2(m + 1)]”’(rn + 1lg(‘)(X)ln)) 
+ (2rn)I/’(l - a2)(rn - l\g“(X)ln)) 
- (2n)~~~ub(rn~g( / ) (X)~n - 1 ) )  ( 19a) 
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The recursion relations of Eqs. (13) and (14) reduce to 
+b2(xo/c)2(mJg(‘+’)~n)) + b3(x0/c) (2n)”’(mlg(’+’)ln - 1)) - 
b3(xO/c)[2(n + 1)]”2(mJg(’+’)Jn + 1)) + 
2(1 - a’) [n(n - l)]”’(rnlg(‘)ln - 2)) + 
{-2(2n + 1) + 2a2b2(m + n + l)}(m(g(“n)) + 
2(1 - a’) [(n + 2)  (n  + 1)]li’(m(g(‘)(n + 2)) = o (20a) 
and 
+aZ(x~/c)2(m~g“+2))n)) + a3(Xo/c) (2m)”2(m - 11g(‘+l)jn)) - 
a3(~,/c)[2(m + 1)]”’(m + Ilg(‘+l)ln)) + 
2(1 - b’)[m(m - l)]”’(m - 2(g(”(n)) + 
{-2(2m + 1) + 2a2b2(m + n + l)}(mlg(‘)ln)) + 
2(1 - b’) [(m + 2) (m + l)]”’(m + 2(g(”ln)) = 0 .  (20b) 
Case 3 
In the case in which wI = w2 = o as well as Xo = 0 the two wave functions (XI m) 
and ((X I n)) belong to the same LHO, and the single-center matrix element of the arbi- 
trary function f(X) simplifies to 
where the Kronecker delta represents the overlap integral (rn - p I n - 4)) .  Analyti- 
cal expressions for single-center harmonic oscillator matrix elements for a few defi- 
nite functions of X have been obtained previously [lo]. The reduction of Eq. (21) to 
those expressions has provided a useful check on the present work. The recursion re- 
lations (8) and (9) also simplify to the following three-term relations: 
(XO/C) ( m p ” ( X ) J n ) )  = [2(m + l)]”’(m + l p ( x ) l n ) )  
- (2n)”’(mlg(”(~)ln - 1)) (224 
and 
(X,/C) (mlg(/+l)(x)ln)) = [2(n + l)y’(m~g(’)(X)ln + 1)) 
- (2m)ym - l/g(/)(X)In)). (22b) 
The recursion relations (13) and (14) simplify to the following four-term relations: 
+(XO/c)2(m/g“t2’~n)) + (X,/C) (2n)’i”lg‘‘+1’ln - 1)) - 
(X0/c)[2(n + 1)]”2(mlg”+l’ln + 1)) + 2(m - n)(rnlg(‘)ln)) = 0 (23a) 
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and 
+(xo/c)2(mlg(r+2)ln)) + (X,/c) (2m)”2(m - llg(r+’)ln)) - 
(X,/c) [2(m + l)]’”(m + llg‘l+’)ln)) + 2(-m + n) (mIg(’’1n)) = 0 .  (23b) 
Case 4 
Consider the case in which all three w,, w2, and X ,  are nonzero such that wl, w2 S w, 
and b2 S (w,/w,). It follows from Eq. (7), on taking the limit b2 S (w,/w,), that 
(mlf(X)ln)) - (m  In)) . f(b2X0/2). (24) 
Note that this scaling property is valid for any arbitrary analytical functionf. 
V. Discussion and Conclusions 
In this paper we have derived a closed form expression, Eq. (7), for the matrix ele- 
ment of an arbitrury analytical functionf(X) between the vibrational states belonging 
to two distinctly separated linear harmonic oscillators of different frequencies. We 
have explicitly verified that for the cases wheref(X) is a definite specified function 
like an exponential, a Gaussian or powers of X ,  the expression (7) reduces to the pre- 
viously derived analytical expressions [ 1, 111. It essentially provides a useful check 
on the correctness of the present work. For the case of diatomic molecules, various 
matrix elements obtained above by using one-dimensional harmonic oscillators could 
be used in a straightforward manner. For the cases of polyatomic molecules, on the 
other hand, one will have more degrees of freedom and it would be necessary to use 
two or more dimensional oscillators. Even in such cases, as long as the relevant func- 
tions f are separable in Cartesian coordinates, the matrix elements off can be evalu- 
ated using the techniques presented above. In particular, for a function f which is 
separable in Cartesian coordinates x, y, and z ,  a general matrix element off will be- 
come a product of three one-dimensional matrix elements, one each for x, y, and z .  
The recursion relations outlined above will, then, be valid for any one of these one- 
dimensional matrix elements. 
A number of recursion relations [Eqs. (2), (8)-(14)] among the matrix elements of 
the arbitrary functionf(X) and its derivatives are presented. It should be noted that 
relation (10) can be used for obtaining the matrix element (mlf(X)ln)) for any m and 
n from a knowledge of merely two numbers (Olf(X)lO)) and (Olf(X)ll)) (or 
(Olf(X)lO)) and ( l l f ( X ) l O ) ) ) .  Indeed the numerical merit of this procedure is that one 
needs to evaluate only the two lowest-order (and, therefore, the simplest) matrix ele- 
ments using the time-consuming summation form (7). One can then utilize the recur- 
sion relations for rapid evaluation of any higher-order matrix element (mlf(X)ln)). 
Furthermore, the relations (2), (8), (9), ( l l ) ,  and (12) can be used judiciously for 
quickly obtaining the matrix elements of other functions of X once the complete ma- 
trix (mlf(X)ln)) has been determined for a certain definite function f. The recursion 
relations (2), (13), and (14) are useful in situations where one needs a recursion rela- 
tion in which one of the vibrational quantum numbers, either m or n, stays fixed. 
Such situations arise, for example, in investigations of vibrational spectroscopy [9]. 
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As an application of the recursion relations derived in this paper, we have calcu- 
lated [9] the resonant vibrational excitation (v, + v f )  of molecules Li, and N, by im- 
pact of low energy electrons. In the resonance model, the projectile electron forms an 
intermediate autodetaching molecular anion state which decays into a vibrationally 
excited molecule after the detachment of the electron. In the simple model that we 
used [9], the potential curves of the neutral molecule and of the intermediate resonant 
anion state were replaced by those of two one-dimensional harmonic oscillators of ar- 
bitrary frequencies and equilibrium separations. The vibrational excitation amplitude, 
then, involved matrix elements of the resonance width function between vibrational 
wave functions of the two oscillators. Using the results obtained in the present paper, 
we obtained recursion relations among vibrational excitation amplitudes such that 
when the amplitudes for the transitions (0 + 0) and (0 + 1)  were known, then exci- 
tation amplitude for any other transition, inelastic or superelastic, were easily ob- 
tained by simple use of recursion relations. This simple model, involving the 
recursion relations among the linear harmonic oscillator matrix elements, was able to 
account successfully the experimentally observed [ 131 spectacular peaks in the cross 
sections for vibrational excitation of N, by low-energy electron impact. 
Finally, we comment briefly on the possible usefulness of the present results. As 
mentioned in the Introduction, the matrix elements of various functions of inter- 
nuclear separation X are relevant in the discussions of molecular spectroscopy. For 
the cases of those diatomic molecules whose potential curves are accurately known, 
these matrix elements could be computed numerically using the actual potential 
curves. However, for those molecules for which the potential curves are not accu- 
rately known - this includes many diatomic molecules and the majority of poly- 
atomic molecules - the replacement of actual potential curves by those of linear 
harmonic oscillators or Morse oscillators is a reasonable approximation [ 141. Two- 
center linear harmonic oscillator matrix elements can then reasonably approximate 
the required matrix elements for low-lying vibrational levels and can provide impor- 
tant correction terms for high-lying vibrational levels. It is appropriate to remark that 
if one were to obtain the anharmonic correction terms for the linear harmonic oscilla- 
tor by simply expanding the rotationless Morse potential, the integration coordinate 
in the matrix elements of the correction terms would be radial rather than Cartesian, 
and the limits of integration would be from zero to infinity. In that case, the matrix 
elements (rnlx'ln)) would not be explicitly given by Eqs. (A.3) and (A.4), even 
though the recursion relations of Eqs. (2)-(4) and (8)-( 14) will still be valid. Use of 
analytical harmonic oscillator matrix elements along with the recursion relations, as 
outlined in this paper, has the computational advantage, especially for polyatomic 
molecules, over the direct numerical evaluation of these matrix elements in terms of 
little memory and time requirements. Furthermore, analytical results can be applied 
in ways that are simply inaccessible to numerical solutions since analytical results, 
unlike the numerical solutions, explicitly show the dependence of matrix elements on 
various parameters like the mass, frequency, etc., of the oscillator. As a specific 
example, the numerical observation of Fraser [ 151 and of Nicholls and Jarmain [ 161 
that the matrix elements (rnlx'ln)) for the first positive system of N, satisfy, under 
certain conditions, 
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(mlX21n>> - (mlX'ln>> 
(mlXIln>> - (mlx"~>> 
could be easily explained as a special case of the scaling law depicted analytically in 
Eq. (24) above. 
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Appendix 
Some of the useful relations that we have used in this paper are appended here for 
convenience. Two standard relations among Hermite polynomials are 
2fi,(x) = H,+,(x) + 2fi,-,(x) (A. 1) 
& , ( X ) / d r  = 2nH,-,(x). (A.2) 
and 
The two-center matrix elements of powers of X using harmonic oscillator wave 
functions are [ l ]  
(mlX'ln>> = 
with the overlap integral given by [ l ,  121 
As before, the notation r x , y l  means the smaller of x and y. The constants a, b, and 
c have been defined earlier in terms of q, oz, and oo. 
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